Offering Overview

Benefits
• Gain real-time insights into
financial results with modern,
business-driven technology
• Realize secure, reliable
procurement approvals
enabled by improved agility,
as well as spending control
via streamlined sourcing
• Enable access to business
insights for everyone, from
executives to clerks, with easyto-use solutions, embedded
collaboration and robust
reporting
• Access information anytime,
anywhere through an immersive
mobile experience, visualization
and intuitive analytics
• Ensure you make the right
business decisions with a
“single source of truth” for
data to remain competitive. In
finance and procurement, this
means moving from fragmented,
local department applications
to the cloud by harnessing and
consolidating data within a
single application

Industry highlights
• Aerospace and defense —
Leveraging real-time embedded
intelligence capabilities to
bring physical and digital
realms closer to support
business initiatives
• Healthcare — Harnessing
digital technologies to create
next-generation healthcare
provider management
• Manufacturing — Improving
employee job safety and
efficiency through real-time
notification and social
collaboration

Transform and optimize
enterprise finance and
procurement with cloud
DXC Digital Finance and
Procurement for Oracle Cloud
Modernize and streamline your finance and procurement
organization with automation, social collaboration and
real-time access to information.
Enterprises want to have a “single source
of truth” for their data to ensure they make
the right business decisions to remain
competitive. In finance and procurement,
this means moving from fragmented, local
department applications to the cloud by
harnessing and consolidating data within
a single application.
IT staff should not spend time collecting
and validating data, developing
reports, and maintaining and updating
spreadsheets. Instead, they should
be focusing on the value-added work
of developing insightful analysis,
evaluating decisions, discussing options
and collaborating with decision makers.
Today’s highest-performing finance
organizations provide their teams with
the right tools and the right technology
that enable them to focus on solving
business problems.

Leveraging cloud to modernize
finance operations
DXC Technology’s Digital Finance and
Procurement for Oracle Cloud provides
flexible configurations and deploys
toolkits to enable automation, social
collaboration and real-time access to
information for enterprises looking

to modernize finance operations and
streamline source-to-settle processes. You
will gain better visibility to close cycles
and develop insightful analysis, leading
to more collaborative decision-making
processes with reduced cost and risk.
Our solution provides:
• Rapid deployment. For large financial
enterprises looking to implement
a “vanilla” solution with frequent
upgrades, a quick deployment using
rapid implementation tools is available.
• Improved compliance. Large
enterprises with heavy legal and
compliance responsibilities can
derive confidence in data quality by
standardizing back-office processes
and adopting self-service. This leads to
highly qualified and accurate planning,
analysis, reporting and compliance.
• Enhanced scalability. Global
companies struggling to scale up can
use Oracle open APIs to integrate with
third-party systems, eliminating the
need to abandon or replace existing
applications. In some instances,
our clients have recouped their API
investment in 6 months.
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Working with DXC
DXC brings many strengths to bear to
transform your finance and procurement
operations:
• Comprehensive services. DXC
provides a wide range of Oracle
business services for Oracle Cloud,
including Assessment and Advisory,
Transformation, Applications
Management, Automation and
Robotics, business process outsourcing
(BPO) and IT outsourcing (ITO).
• Cloud expertise. DXC has wide
expertise in implementing diverse
cloud solutions, including Amazon Web
Services, Microsoft Azure and Oracle
Cloud services. We also have the
capability to replatform, rearchitect and
rehost non-Oracle applications in your
landscape and integrate your business
applications with the Oracle Cloud.
• Scale. DXC has more than 16,000
experts serving more than 200,000 end
user clients worldwide. On average,
each of our Oracle experts has over
10 years of Oracle experience. DXC
has helped clients optimize software
investments for more than 1,200
enterprises in more than 120 countries.
DXC also has a rigorous Oracle
implementation certification
program in collaboration with
Oracle University.
• Speed to value. The preconfigured
DXC Oracle Toolkit includes
questionnaires, configuration
workbooks, test scripts and
automation, providing a consistent
approach to accelerate cloud
migration and deliver business
results in weeks, not months.

www.dxc.technology

• Strategic partnership. DXC is an
Oracle Cloud Select Partner with over
20 years of experience. As a Cloud
managed service provider (MSP), we
have a formal partnership with the
Oracle Cloud Success Management
team. DXC is also part of the Oracle
Cloud Excellence Implementer (CEI)
program, which recognizes superior
customer cloud implementation
services.

Streamlining financial
processes with Oracle Cloud
DXC’s solution provides a
comprehensive assessment of your
applications — including business
processes, infrastructure and products
— and assesses their suitability for
transition to Oracle Cloud. We provide a
roadmap for transition to Oracle Cloud,
including applications and technical
architecture, timeline, activities, resource
requirements and costs. By adopting
our solution, you can streamline supplier
negotiation processes and enable
compliance with procurement policies.
Our solution also provides finance
and procurement teams with seamless
integration to the Oracle social network
so they can work socially, collaboratively
and logically. We help standardize
data, rules and processes across your
enterprise for accounting, taxes and
payments to ensure compliance with
country-specific business, tax and
legal requirements. The solution also
provides real-time summarized balances
with faster multidimensional analysis
capability and drill-downs to any level,
as well as unlimited hierarchies for
comparisons and rollup reports.
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In addition, flexible solution configurations
help you:
• Gain better visibility with a
collaborative closed process. Social
capabilities are embedded into the
business processes so conversations can
be tracked and referred to.
• Automate procure-to-pay processes to
ensure negotiated pricing. Terms are
automatically leveraged to realize
maximum savings.
• Leverage toolkits for rapid
implementation and automation of
business processes, enabling shorter
implementation cycles and lower
maintenance.

Taking the next steps to
transform your business
Get started today by conducting a
Cloud Readiness Assessment to plan
your transformation journey to the
Oracle Cloud. A DXC Cloud Readiness
Assessment will provide a Cloud
Roadmap Solution aligned with your
organizational goals and readiness,
while capitalizing on existing legacy
and cloud technologies.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/oracle
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